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U.S. Re-Shoring: A Turning Point
Introduction
On December 6, 2012, Apple's CEO, Tim Cook announced a plan to invest $100M in
manufacturing a line of Mac Computers in the U.S. While cynics may say that this is
only assembly, will create only 200 jobs and is partly motivated by public relations, there
may still be practical considerations for the move and it may ultimately have some
positive unintended consequences for U.S. manufacturing.
The next day, Foxconn, the largest contract manufacturer in the world and manufacturer
of Apple’s iPhone, indicated that it wants to expand operations in North America due to
increased demand for products with ‘made in America’ labels.
In the last two years, there has been a lot of discussion and excitement around reshoring, as the trend to move manufacturing back to the U.S. is called. In parallel, a
growing number of U.S. executives are repatriating their manufacturing capabilities—
moving some production operations back from overseas. One such company is Ford,
which, in August 2010, announced plans to bring back approximately 2,200 partsproduction jobs. Another example is Caterpillar, which is investing $120 million in a new
Victoria, TX, plant to make excavator machines—devices formerly made at a Caterpillar
plant in Japan. Similarly, in the last two years, GE has announced 15 new
manufacturing plants or existing facility expansions in the U.S., from a new locomotive
manufacturing plant in Texas and an aircraft engine composites factory in Mississippi to
appliance and lighting facilities in Kentucky, Alabama and Ohio. And now Apple!
This trend has picked up pace in the last few years not only because of job losses in the
U.S. but also because the economics that made off-shoring attractive in the first place
have changed.
To understand whether there is a shift in the manufacturing sector, the MIT Forum for
Supply Chain Innovation launched a U.S. Re-shoring survey, in conjunction with Supply
Chain Digest, to understand what U.S. manufacturers are really thinking about in terms
of re-shoring, what factors are driving their decision process and to determine, if in fact,
a geography shift is occurring.
The survey was distributed to members of the MIT Forum for Supply Chain
Innovation and members of the Supply Chain Digest community. In total, 340
participants completed the survey, providing the input for this report.

Historiical Persp
pective
Since 19
997, six million Americ
can manufa
acturing secctor jobs we
ere lost – a 34 percentt
drop. At the same time,
t
the nu
umber of manufacturin
ng facilities in the U.S.. dropped b
by 17
percent. And, if you
u take a his
storical view
w you realizze that overr a period o
of 60 years,
between
n 1940 and 2000, man
nufacturing employmen
nt in the U.S. remaine
ed more or lless
flat but productivity
p
y increased significantly, see Figu
ure 1. The m
main reason
n for this
success
s was the in
ntroduction of Information Techno
ology that a
allows comp
panies to
significa
antly improv
ve productiv
vity without requiring m
more emplo
oyees.

Figure 1 U.S.
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yment
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00)

Surveyy Participants and Data Sum
mmary
mpleted the survey, off which 198
8 were man
nufacturing-only
In total, 340 participants com
ng-only com
companies. Out off the 198 manufacturi
m
mpanies, 156 were U
U.S. companies,
t
headquarters in the U.S.
defined as having their
The top
p three ma
anufacturin
ng-only industries tha
at respond
ded to thiss survey w
were:
(19.2%), Food and Beverage (10.6%) a
Computers and Electronics
E
and Chem
micals
(8.1%), see Figurre 2. The category, "Other M
Manufacturing Compa
anies" includes
manufac
cturers of Personal
P
care products
s, Golf equipment and various oth
her compan
nies.

Figure 2 Manufacturing
M
Only Companiies‐‐by Industrry

Figure 3 provides the distributtion of manufacturing ccompanies by revenue
e size. Of the
198 man
nufacturing companies
s, 25.2% ha
ad revenue greater tha
an USD$10
0 Billion; 22
2.2%
had reve
enue betwe
een $1B and $10B and
d finally 52..6% had revvenue sma
aller than $1
1B.

Figure 3 Ma
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Companie
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Manuffacturing and Sale
es
Our firstt objective is
i to unders
stand the distribution
d
of manufaccturing activvities and ssales
uring
by regio
on. Every company
c
provided
p
infformation o
on the disttribution off manufactu
activities
s by region
n. This is used in Figure 4 wh
here we prrovide a summary off the
geograp
phical distrribution of manufactu
uring operrations forr the 198 manufactu
uring
companies. As you can see, our data suggests that more than half (52.6%) off the
manufac
cturing activities are in the U.S., followed by China with 21.1%
%, and 7.5% in
Mexico/C
Central Am
merica.

Figure 4 Ge
eographical Diistribution of Manufacturing
M
g Operations

hether this distribution
n depends on compan
ny size. Th
his is
An interresting question is wh
addressed in Figu
ure 5, whic
ch indicates
s that as a companyy’s revenue
e increasess, its
on of manu
ufacturing in the U.S. decreasess. Indeed, w
when the ccompany sizze is
proportio
greater than
t
$10B, the proporrtion of man
nufacturing in the U.S. is 35.3%, while when
n the
size is between
b
$1B and $10B
B, the prop
portion is 50
0.4% and w
when the sizze of the firm is
smaller than
t
$1B, the
t proportion of manu
ufacturing in
n the U.S. iis 60%.
me is true when
w
considering the distribution
n of sales b
by companyy size. Figu
ure 6
The sam
suggests that as th
he company’s revenue
e increasess, the prop
portion of sa
ales in the U.S.
decreases. For exa
ample, whe
en the com
mpany’s revvenue is gre
eater than $10B, our data
suggests that 43.9
9% of the revenue,
r
on
n average, is generatted from sa
ales in the U.S.
This pro
oportion increases to 55.6%
5
for co
ompanies w
whose size is between
n $1B and $
$10B
of sales revenue an
nd to 69.4%
% for those companiess whose sizze is smalle
er than $1B.

Figure 5 Distribution of Manufacturing
g Activities by Company Sizee

Figure 6 Distribution of Sales
S
by Comp
pany Size

These re
esults are summarized
s
d in Figure 7, which co
onfirms tha
at the larger the size o
of the
company, the sma
aller the rev
venue generated in tthe U.S and, hence, the smaller the
manufac
cturing activ
vities in the
e U.S.

Figure 7 Prroportion of Manufacturing
M
Activities and Sales in U.S., B
Based on Comp
pany Size

a interesting question
n is how diffferent deve
eloped countries (U.S., Canada,
Finally, an
Japan, W.
W Europe) are from emerging
e
markets (Chiina/Asia, M
Mexico, Cen
ntral Americca,
South America,
A
Mid
ddle East, Africa,
A
E. Europe),
E
in tterms of sales and ma
anufacturing
g
activities
s. This is ad
ddressed in
n Figure 8.

Figure 8 Sa
ales exceeds Manufacturing
M
for developed countries whiile Manufacturring exceeds sa
ales for emerg
ging
markets

Re‐sho
oring
For U.S
S. manufactturing comp
panies, the
e data indiccates a sig
gnificant dissparity betw
ween
companies that are
e "consideriing" versus
s those thatt are "definiitively" plan
nning re-sho
oring
their ma
anufacturing activities
s back to the U.S. This dispa
arity was independen
nt of
company size.
% of resp
pondents stated
s
tha
at they arre "conside
ering" brin
nging
Specifically, 33.6%
cturing back to the U.S
S. while onlly 15.3% off U.S. comp
panies state
ed that theyy are
manufac
"definitiv
vely" planning to re-shore activitties to the U.S. Inte
erestingly, o
one-third of the
respond
dents did no
ot answer th
his question
n, possibly indicating a reluctance
e to discuss the
topic due to its sensitive naturre.
Of cours
se, what is missing frrom the datta is what ttype of acttivities are moving bacck to
the U.S. Anecdota
al evidence, not data in our survvey, sugge
ests that forr now, man
ny of
n just assem
mbly operattions.
these arre low level jobs, often

omparison bettween those co
onsidering and
d those plannin
ng to move ma
anufacturing b
back to the U.S..
Figure 9 Co

To unde
erstand the reasons for the change
c
in manufactu
uring footprint, we a
asked
companies to identtify the driv
vers of this decision. A
As you can
n see in the
e list below
w, the
top reas
son to mov
ve manufacturing bac
ck to the U
U.S. is to cut Time-tto-Market. Cost
Reductio
on and Product Quality are not fa
ar below.
The top six decision drivers fo
or companie
es to re-sho
ore are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Time-to-Mar
T
rket
Cost
C
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P
Qua
ality
More
M
Contro
ol
Hidden
H
Supp
ply Chain Managemen
M
nt Costs
Protect
P
IP

(73.7%))
(63.9%))
(62.2%))
(56.8%))
(51.4%))
(48.5%))

w asked th
he participa
ating U.S. companies
c
to identify g
governmen
nt actions th
hat
Finally, we
will acce
elerate the re-shoring
r
process ba
ack to the U
U.S. According to our d
data, the
number one govern
nment actio
on that can make a diff
fference is C
Corporate T
Tax
Reductio
ons. Provid
ding Tax Crredits and R&D
R
Incenttives are no
ot far below
w
The top five actions
s, in order of
o importance, the U.S
S. governme
ent can takke to incent reshoring for U.S. companies arre:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Corporate
C
Tax
T Reduction
Tax
T Credits
R&D
R
Incentives
Provide
P
bettter educatio
on/Training for Require
ed Skills
Provide
P
Bettter Infrastru
ucture

((68.3%)
((65.9%)
(60.0%)
(43.8%)
(38.0%)

Summary
Our survey indicates a significant shift in manufacturing footprint. 33.6% of respondents
stated that they are "considering" bringing manufacturing back to the U.S., while 15.3%
of U.S. companies responded that they are "definitively" planning to re-shore to the U.S.
Of course, this (15.3%) is a significant number indicating that we are in the middle of a
transformation from a global manufacturing strategy, where the focus is on low cost
countries, to a more regional strategy, where China is for China, U.S. (or Mexico and
Latin America) is for the Americas and Eastern Europe is for European markets.
This trend has picked up pace in the last few years not only because of job losses in the
U.S., but also because the economics that made off-shoring attractive in the first place
have changed for the following reasons:
1) Oil price - the move to low cost manufacturing in the 90s was driven in part by the
cheap oil price. However, oil price has tripled in the last decade and as a result,
logistics costs have increased significantly. Most recently, another twist has been
added with the U.S. production of cheap natural gas, thus allowing certain industries
to reduce manufacturing costs. Therefore, the combination of high transportation
costs to ship from overseas and low manufacturing costs to produce in the U.S. can
financially motivate re-shoring.
2) Labor Costs - in the last few years labor cost in China has increased, year-overyear by almost 20% while labor cost in the U.S. has increased year-over-year by 3%
and in Mexico by 5%. So, if your company made production sourcing decisions five,
seven or ten years ago, it may need to revisit these decisions today.
3) Automation - cheap sensors, fast computing and new technologies have led to
new user friendly manufacturing automation that increases productivity. This
improvement in productivity changes the economics and reduces the importance of
low labor costs. As a result, the focus of manufacturing companies is more on skillful
workers rather than low cost countries.
4) Risk - global companies have realized in the last few years that strategies such as
outsourcing and off shoring have significantly increased risk because their supply
chain is geographically more diverse and as a result exposed to all sorts of potential
problems. This drives companies to reevaluate their supplier and manufacturing
base in order to increase flexibility and reduce risk.

Manufacturing is now going through a genuine transformational period, driven
particularly by the changes described earlier. Therefore, there exists a huge opportunity
for U.S. companies and policy makers to accelerate this trend and return the country to
an era of manufacturing growth.

About The MIT Forum for Supply Chain Innovation
The MIT Forum for Supply Chain Innovation is a community composed of academics
and industry members whose support allows forum researchers to provide customerfocused solutions to design and manage the new supply chain. The Forum has
pioneered a deeper understanding of the supply chain and its relationship to corporate
strategy and has broad support from a wide cross-section of industry.
http://supplychain.mit.edu/

Manufacturing Technology Advisory board
In June 2012, the MIT Forum launched the Manufacturing Technology Advisory
Board in response to Forum members’ request for technology transformation guidance.
The board consists of MIT academic and research leaders with major technology
providers and industry leaders to collaborate on key issues around U.S. manufacturing.
http://supplychain.mit.edu/news-events

